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One of the most accurate quotes that has kept my motivation and thankfulness for my Asian heritage 

is written below. Thus, this quote emphasizes my perseverance to continue being part of Asian communities 

locally and throughout my educational experience. In Asian culture, caring for others and being selfless has 

been such a priority in my family and many communities. All of these things have built my character and 

personality from the day I was born and I don’t regret any of it.

“People are messy. Life gets messy. Things are not always going to work out 

perfectly just because you want them to,” (Kwan 16). 

I was so fortunate to go to a middle and high school with the option 

of Chinese language courses in Howard County Public Schools. Although I 

attended various Chinese schools to try and gain fluency (outside of 

HCPSS), many Asian languages are extremely difficult to learn. Thus, this 

made it difficult for my addition to many Chinese school communities 

since most of my peers had already gained fluency, since I continued to 

struggle to just understand the language. Before middle and high school,  I 

felt as though I didn’t fit in with my peers in many Chinese schools even 

though I was still part of a community.

Fortunately, my middle school was one of the few schools in 

HCPSS that included Chinese language I course. At first, I remembered 

arguing with my parents to avoid taking Chinese since I thought the course 

would cover basic language skills. However, the course improved my basic 

language skills but most of all, I had built such a great foundation of a 

community within my middle school experience and continued throughout 

my freshman year of high school. Our middle school class    built such a tight bond from spreading 
Asian culture throughout my school and I carried those traditions to my high school Asian community.



My freshman year of high school was a hard adjustment, yet I enrolled in a Chinese course through 

HCPSS again; however, our class was virtual. I was able to connect with students from many other high 

schools throughout Howard County. My Chinese class built a community and I was able to build 

relationships across different high schools through HCPSS’s Chinese courses. Unfortunately, my sophomore 

year quickly rolled in and I faced a difficult schedule conflict. I had spent so much time auditioning in the 

Wind Ensemble in my high school; however, I had to make the choice between advanding to the next 

Chinese course and the highest band program in my high school. I picked the Wind Ensemble course, but 

vowed to continue Chinese throughout high school. To sustain my involvement with my past peers in my 

Chinese community from the Chinese courses provided by HCPSS, I decided to create the Asian Student 

Union.

I’m so grateful that I even was able to create my own club, Asian Student Union. I was able to 

rebuild a community within my high school to continue raising awareness about Asian culture. As an 

Asian-American, growing up with the stereotypes and pressures from society has had a huge impact on my 

character and mental health. There are many controversies regarding my ethnicity and contradicting 

stereotypes. From a young age, my parents have taught me to be independent, hardworking, and mature. In 

the Asian Student Union club, many peers meet others from other backgrounds. The club is extremely 

inclusive to all students and includes many other students of different races and ethnicities. Along with 

continuing my passion for band, I was able to build and maintain my community from the Chinese 

Community through my years of education in Howard County Schools. I was also able to continue my 

involvement in the Chinese Language course at my high school for my junior year.

Communities are extremely important, especially with everything going on currently. Many 

Asian-Americans need the support of their peers and others to grow as a person. Re-establishing my 

school’s Asian Student Union recreated my sense of community, even without my involvement in Chinese, I 

was able to sustain and maintain my relationships built from all of the Chinese courses in my educational 

career. I was also able to grow the community of Asian-American students at my highschool beyond those 

who were just involved in the Chinese language course. Our club continues to celebrate pass celebrations, 

such as the Lunar New Year and had over 60 people attend the party. Many students from all different 

backgrounds were able to learn more about Asian culture and this event expanded our community to include 

many people of different backgrounds.
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